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Glaciem Cooling Technologies thermal storage system Thermcold provides a revolutionary breakthrough that 
can significantly reduce energy costs for medium temperature refrigeration applications.

Thermal Storage in the form of simple ice banks and slurries have been used successfully in air conditioning 
and systems for many years.  Typically these have been used in systems requiring +6˚C secondary fluid tem-
peratures.   However use in medium temperature applications (-6˚C to +4˚C) has been difficult due to the 
relatively high temperature that ice releases latent heat.

Glaciem Cooling and the University of South Australia have developed new phase change materials capable 
of achieving lower freezing temperatures and a thermal storage system that efficiently stores thermal ener-
gy and then releases that energy when required.  Thermal energy storage allow refrigeration plants to run 
and store energy during off peak times at cheaper electricity rates, and then to release energy during peak 
periods, minimizing running costs.  The system can be retrofitted into a current medium temperature refriger-
ation systems or included in designs for new installations.  

If there is a cooling requirement, the Thermcold thermal storage system is very competitive when compared 
to electric battery solutions.  It is important to note these technologies are complementary, each offering 
certain advantages.  When cooling counts though, Thermcold is the answer!

The energy management options provided by the Thermcold system are extensive. 

Figure 1 overleaf shows a typical daily refrigeration profile for a dairy process plant without thermal storage 
(blue line) and with thermal storage (red line).

In this example, the Thermcold unit is sized to provide all cooling requirements from ~ 9:00 am until after 
6:00 pm, allowing the facility to effectively avoid peak electricity rates during this period, instead using the 
Thermcold charge that was provided by, in this instance, off peak grid power. 

Additionally, the facility has realised a reduction in peak demand of 200 kVA by smoothing the load.

Thermcold units can be sized to achieve the peak demand reduction that suits the end user.  Figure 2 shows 
the ‘peak lopping’ that can be achieved by an appropriately sized installation.

THERMCOLD® by Glaciem Cooling Technologies

1. Manage Your Purchased Power!

ThermCOLD is very cost effective!
ThermCOLD <$178 kWh installed* Up to a 20 year life @ high efficiency

Electrical Storage $502 kWh installed* 10 year life @ reducing efficiencies

*Electrical equivalent.  Costs contingent on unit selected.

Demand Response Management
In May 2017 the Australian Renewable Energy Agency (ARENA) and the Australian Energy Market Operator 
(AEMO) jointly announced plans to pilot a demand response initiative to manage electricity supply during 
extreme peaks.  This involves paying consumers to reduce their energy consumption on request during peak 
periods or emergencies, freeing up electricity supply.  

Energy users who subscribe will receive incentive payments to be on standby in emergencies or peak demand 
days funded by ARENA. During an emergency or extreme peak, those who participate could be called upon 
by AEMO to switch off or reduce their electricity use temporarily, and would receive a further compensation 
payment.  Currently limited to those customers involved in the pilot, this initiative nevertheless highlights 
future policy direction and the importance of the load management technology provided by Thermcold.

Energy Management made possible by ThermCOLD
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The Glaciem Engineering team specialise in working closely with clients to properly understand energy manage-
ment priorities.  This ensures the Thermcold system installed is providing the ultimate in site productive capacity 
and energy cost management.
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In the example highlighted in Figure 2, the Thermcold unit has been sized to supplement energy usage at a particu-
lar time in the day, allowing the site to avoid both the majority of peak costs during the afternoon, but also signifi-
cantly reducing Peak Demand when energy usage is at its highest.
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Thermcold can mean a reduction in refrigera-
tion capacity required. An important consid-
eration for greenfield sites or at end of life for 
existing systems
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Thermcold also allows the end user to capture surplus energy from renewable sources, for use when renewables 
are not generating power.

Too often Australian customers are required to sell surplus renewable energy they have generated  to the grid at 
low prices, or in many cases, are forced to stop generating this energy for a given period of time.   Ironically these 
customers are often then buying grid power at peak rates later in the same day!  Recent changes by the Austra-
lian Energy Regulator are likely to drive peak power prices up, meaning Australians will pay much more per kWh 
during times of peak demand.

Thermcold technology changes the paradigm, putting control over energy management squarely in the hands 
of the user. Systems can be sized to help end users on ‘time-of-use’ tariffs store just the right amount of surplus 
energy from their renewable source to ensure they are not paying premium rates for electricity at peak times in 
the day. 

For many users, this represents a huge saving as the energy provided by Thermcold is essentially ‘free’ from the 
renewable source, and certainly cheaper than peak premium rates.  Figure 3 shows a typical solar PV consump-
tion / export trend across a 4 day period.  The green highlighted areas show zones of potential energy storage via 
Thermcold.

2. Maximise the benefits of Renewables
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How does it work?  Charging the Thermal Storage
The system uses a salt solution which freez-
es or changes phase at below zero, thus 
storing and releasing latent heat at a low-
er temperature than ice. Figures 4 & 5 
illustrate the Charge and Discharge cycles 
respectively.

The Charge Cycle starts with a primary 
refrigeration chiller plant, which operates at 
night at lower ambient temperature using 
less power and cheap off peak electricity, 
or with solar PV during the day throughout 
periods of peak power generation, and re-
leasing at night. 

The existing site or primary chiller plant 
cools the secondary heat transfer fluid (HTF) 
using a Plate Heat Exchanger (PHE) ,the 
HTF is then pumped through the Thermcold 
Unit, freezing the salt PCM solution.

During the Charge cycle the control valve to 
the Process PHE is closed and the charging 
control valve is open. A series of probes 
situated in the Thermcold unit feed infor-
mation back to the PLC, allowing the charge 
cycle to be terminated on time or tempera-
ture.

How does it work?  Discharging the Thermal Storage
The Discharge Cycle operates when required 
and uses only minimal energy for the circulat-
ing, process pumps and dynamic melt pump.

During the Discharging cycle the primary refrig-
eration chiller plant is cycled off, the charging 
control valve is closed and the discharge con-
trol valve is open.

The HTF is pumped through the Thermcold unit 
and cooled, it then flows on to the process heat 
exchanger and cools the process fluid (typically 
glycol based fluid).

The Thermcold unit incorporates Glaciem’s Dy-
namic Melt Technology on the discharge cycle 
which provides intensive turbulence to ensure 
a perfect defrost heat transfer and low HTF 
temperatures.
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Model Unit
DYN
840

DYN
1120

DYN
1200

DYN
1360

DYN
1504

DYN
2200

DYN
2640

Thermal Storage Capacity** 

-  11˚C PCM
kWh 658 835 988 1101 1177 1763 2124

Thermal Storage Capacity** 

-  0˚C PCM (Water) kWh 1001 1270 1502 1674 1790 2680 3230

Length mm 3950 4950 4950 5550 5950 6600 6600

Width mm 2200 2200 2200 2200 2200 2500 2500

Height mm 2050 2050 2200 2200 2200 2500 2500

Tank Shell 304 Stainless Steel

Distribution Header 304 Stainless Steel

Coil Supports Polyethylene 

Coil 16mm HDPE (Polyethylene)

Volume Liter 690 880 1050 1200 1320 1280 1900

Inlet/Outlet Connections DN 80 80 100 100 100 125 125

Shipping weight Kg 1450 1860 2080 2360 2560 3540 4530

Operating Weight*** Kg 16160 21472 23750 26680 28890 42450 51300

Max Operating Pressure kPa 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000

Test pressure kPa 1200 1200 1200 1200 1200 1200 1200

Operating Temperature -15°C  to 50°C  

HTF Discharge Temperature -9°C  to 9°C  

* Specifications subject to change without notice 
** Thermal storage capacity based on 8hrs of continuous discharge
***  Operating weight will change depending on PCM used, refer to Glaciem for further details.  Weights for -11˚C PCM 
included above.

 System Specifications*
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